
 
 
Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Wednesday 17th  February, 
2011 at 7.30pm at The Glebe, Sutton. 
 
 
Present:      
 
Mr David Deacon (DD) - Sutton  
Bill Halford (BH)  - Hilton  
Alan James (AJ)  - Haddenham 
Bob Armit (BA)  - Earith  
Peter Goddard (PG)  - Haddenham 
Pauline Wilson (PW)  - Haddenham 
Gareth Wilson (GW)  - Haddenham 
Anne Sherwood (AS)  - Wilburton 
Bob Armit (BA)  - Earith 
Kathy Searle (KS)  - Bluntisham 
Chris Prescott (CP)  - Haddenham 
Julian Thomas   - Hilton 
 
 
Clerk:        Owen McLaughlin (OM) - Earith 
 
 
1. Appointment of Chairman for the meeting 
 
PW was voted as chair for the meeting. 
 
2. Apologies for absence 
 
Matt Bradney, Margaret Lumb, David Norman, Peter Brace 
 
3. Minutes & Actions from last meeting 
 
Alan James was present at the last HCV meeting on November 20th and the minutes of that 
meeting should be amended accordingly. 
 
Review of actions: All completed with the exception of Action 1; AJ to write a letter to Russell de 
Ville. 
 
4. HCV Strategy Meeting 
 
All PCs have received notification of a meeting to be held on March 2’nd at Swavesey. The 
purpose of the meeting is to discuss ways in which the County HCV Management Strategy 
might reviewed.   All 240 PCs in the county have been invited to send representatives.  
 
Three haulage firms had already signed up to routing agreements. They are Dickersons, 
Donarbon and Mick George. PG said they are adhering to the agreements so far but Mick 
George said he will not continue to do so if the others don’t sign up.  This means anyone who 
will use the Mepal site. 
 
DD added that the priority is to stop the through traffic. Sutton were advised to write to all 
haulage companies to ask drivers to stick to the main routes. 
GW said Turners are also being reasonable. They also have Sat Navs and can see where all 
their vehicles are at any time.  
 
AJ said that a lot of contractors have started coming through again. He asked if there was any 
compulsion on contractors to control their sub-contractors.  DD said that Mick George had 



imposed a two strikes out regime for errant drivers. He added that the operators have conceded 
in writing that the major routes through the villages are uneconomic.  
 
PW asked if the review meeting was limited to only Parish Councils.  DD said that we can send 
a representative from the HCV group if we wish. GW said they had a similar meeting about 3 
years ago. 
 
AJ said that the key issue is HCV weight restrictions which is what we are basically fighting for. 
We can also present a compelling argument about road repairs. Atkins have recently done a 
survey on the B1050 between Earith and Willingham to estimate what it would cost to rebuild 
the road. It seems this would be prohibitively expensive option. Therefore the only way that 
damage can be restricted to economic levels is to ban HGVs from certain routes. 
 
The existing criteria for deciding if a TROs is justified are difficult to quantify. These criteria are 
shown in Appendix A. To these should be added another condition which is that any TRO needs 
the support of the police. 

The current standards result in what is effectively a cost/benefit analysis comparison between 
the apparent cost to the haulage community of some extra mileage versus the benefit to the 
community of not being disturbed by noise, vibration, accidents risk etc. There are indications 
that the criteria used may be "simplified" and "made more quantitative".  

If this is the case, it could make it much harder for villages to obtain TROs, particularly with the 
County refusing to acknowledge that it has comprehensive data on the costs of road repair 
which, in the case of Fen Roads, would undoubtedly prove our case and save the County a lot 
of money. On the other hand, if the criteria are set appropriately, it could make the process 
easier.  

BH spoke about the experience of Hilton in getting their night-time HCV ban which he described 
as a bad experience. He has spoken to the lady involved in developing the new policy, Claire 
O’Neil. The existing county HCV TROs policy is based on the Hilton experience. In 1999 Hilton 
applied for a total ban on HCV movements through the village. CCC put forward a draft order 
which provided an alternative route via the A14. Haulage firms objected on the grounds that the 
diversion was three miles longer and less suitable than the original route.  A public enquiry was 
held in 2000. Ultimately this cost the county a lot of money and at the end of it the inspector 
decided to enforce a night-time ban only.  
 
The conditions laid down in the clause 46.6 of the county’s Environment and Transport policies 
were examined, and Hilton failed to convince the enquiry on points 4 and 5. ie that the 
alternative route was better suited to HCVs, and that the environmental and road suitability 
benefits outweighed any additional costs for the operators. 
 
BH said that it had been a mistake to go to a public enquiry as opponents of schemes often had 
access to better legal resources than the county. Also, once an enquiry had adjudicated, this 
restricted future options. Hilton was now unlikely to get a complete ban.  
 
 
 
BH thinks they will come up with suggestions for new criteria such as number of houses 
affected, pedestrian levels etc.  But these will probably favour CCC policies.  
 

5 Cambs Speed Limit Review update 
 
OM reported that the St. Ives Road Safety Group had received a letter from Richard Preston to 
say that the Speed Limit Review was now on hold. This letter stated ; 
 
‘At present, future funding decisions for the speed limit review are yet to be made and 
councillors may wish to review some aspects of speed limit management policy in light of 
feedback on this and other speed limit reviews’. 



 
Cambridgeshire are only just over a third of the way through their review although some 
counties managed to complete the whole process within one year.  
 
DD said that county had frozen everything. Everything has been shut down. They are all fed up. 
DD said he would ask a question at the March meeting as to why it has taken so long to do the 
review. 
 
GW said that they had already had to review some existing sections which had been completed. 
 

6 Minerals and Waste Plan Enquiry 
 
They have completed the core strategy review and there are some changes suggested. They 
are increasing the amount of both minerals and waste. The site specific review is to start in July. 
Gloria Alexander is running this.  
 
GW brought up the recycling centre outside Witchford which has been started. 
 
DD said that the environmental agency is buying land to create a wetland linked to Wicken Fen.  
AJ thinks this may be linked to the flood policy.  The Environmental Agency is allowing the risk 
factor on the Barrier Banks to increase to a 1:40 year event from 1:100. This means that fen 
land is liable to flood with greater frequency. As the water is saline there will be a detrimental 
effect on agriculture. By buying up land likely to be affected this risk is mitigated. 
 

7 HCV Cost/Benefit Analysis progress report 
 
AJ says we need more written reports as well as more  information on the cost of road repairs. 
Once we’ve done the monitoring we will submit a final report.  This will be delivered firstly to this 
group and then make available to the PCs for a joint TRO submission.  
 
DD said he has spoken to the new MP who is talking to Mark Lloyd and Jill Tuck re: consistency 
of approach.  
 

8 Environmental monitoring report 
 
AJ believes we have a window of opportunity between now and beginning of May when we can 
do the monitoring. We have POs from all PCs apart from Cottenham and Sutton. However, it 
appears that Sutton PC passed a motion that the cost of the monitoring should be removed from 
the new budget. DD said that the monitoring proposal  was rejected purely on financial grounds.  
 
AJ said he thought the expenditure was already part of this year’s budget. He added that the 
monitoring is vital to provide the hard evidence we need. There would be a hole in the evidence 
if Sutton is excluded. 
 
GW said the nitrous oxide levels measurement was cheap and this is a good indication for 
lorries. You can get the kits from East Cambs.  
 
DD said he could propose to Sutton PC that the vibration measurement is excluded which would 
lower the cost by almost 50%. 
 
BA wondered if we could propose that CCC should take on some of the costs of the monitoring. 
 
AJ said they could also approach individuals in Sutton. 
 

9 Cambridgeshire Accident Fatality Figures 2010 
 

OM brought up the fatality figures for the 2010 which, at 42, had almost doubled from the figure 
of 26 in the previous year. But it is also very difficult to get precise data on accident rates. 
 



AJ said the figures are hard to interpret and you have to look at the individual accident figures 
on the CCC website. This is very time consuming.  More information ought to be available. 
 

A. CP to ask for accident figures.  
 
OM suggested these recent accident numbers should be added to the questions tabled at the 
meeting in March. 
 
 

10 HCV Group organisation 
 
Peter Brace had requested that this item should be put on the agenda. He believes that the 
group is sometimes ignored because it has no constitution or legitimacy. 
 
However, this view was not widely shared by those present. OM said that the group did have a  
‘mission statement’ describing the main objectives. 
 

A. OM to find the group objectives and circulate to other members for comment.  
 

 
11   AOB 

 
KS said that the number of HCVs through Bluntisham has decreased considerably. 
PG said that the straw lorries were still coming through Sutton. 
 
DD said that he had received a letter from Russel de Ville.  
 

A. DD to scan and circulate this letter. 
 

BH was asked to come up with some clear points to put to the meeting in March.  He is 
concerned that CCC don’t pull a fast one. The meeting will be chaired by Mac McGuire. 
 
DD said that there must be EU directives on noise, pollution etc. There had been no 
Environmental Assessment on the minerals and waste plan. 
 
Following a discussion on the problems of dealing with issues where there are a large number 
of documents, JT said that  one useful tactic was to throw the onus back as a question as to 
why they aren’t meeting the criteria.  
 
Next meeting:   
 
OM to circulate some possible dates for the next meeting.  
 



Appendix A -   Existing TRO Decision Criteria 
 
 
Clause 46.6: Environment & Transport Policy. 
 

1. A minimum number of 30 through HCV movements, which could reasonably be 
expected to transfer to an alternative route, must be made each day through the area. 

 
2. The  number of HCV movements that could be reasonably expected to be removed must 

represent at least 50% of the total number of HCV movements in the area. 
 

3. There is an alternative route available which is at least equally suited to the passage of 
HCVs, taking into account road construction and maintenance, road hierarchy, accident 
rates and facilities for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 
4. The environmental and road suitability benefits of the proposed restrictions must 

outweigh any additional costs for operators using the alternative route. 
 

5. Where restrictions are proposed on Routes for Movement there a significant net 
environmental benefit when comparing the route of the restriction with the alternative 
route and taking into account noise (night and day). 

 
6. A scheme can be defined that can be clearly signed, easily understood by drivers, and is 

largely self-enforcing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


